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An unusual case of thermal injuries with a hot glue gun

Deliberate self-harm or maltreatment?
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Abstract
Assessing injuries in forensic medicine casework, examiners are often confronted with the question of self-infliction versus third parties’

influence, respectively, deliberate self-harm versus maltreatment. We report the case of a 40-year-old male who presented with numerous partially

healed thermal injuries of different age. These burns were shaped like capital letters and little circles, which were arranged in lines in a regular

form. The lesions were found on the whole body with exclusion of face, genitals, hands and feet. Furthermore, four bitemarks at the right shoulder

were noted. Investigations revealed that the man had been abused by his 25-year-old wife (presumably a borderline personality disorder patient) for

at least 1 year. In addition to another series of abuses, the woman may have inflicted the shaped burns with a hot glue gun as punishment for

breaking certain ‘‘rules’’ she had established. When assessing injuries of patients in forensic medicine, several considerations regarding etiology

have to be taken into account. In principle, the victim’s testimony, the anamnesis, the police investigation results and the findings from the forensic

physical examination have to be balanced against each other. The injury pattern in the present case showed contradictory single characteristics both

of deliberate self-harm and of maltreatment. After forensic analysis, it was assessed as injuries inflicted by an assistant with the patient’s consent.
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1. Introduction

In forensic medicine casework, assessing the etiology of

injuries examiners are often confronted with the question of self-

infliction versus third parties’ influence. Although there exist

numerous publications on this topic which mainly deal with

incised wounds [1–4], we present this report following the advice

from Strassmann and Holzer [5], who emphasized that relevant

cases should be communicated to provide sufficiently large

material for comparison available for later expert’s reports.

2. Case report

A 40-year-old male electrician reported his 25-year-old

wife, an interior decorator, to the police because of bodily
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injuries and maltreatment. The man indicated that in the last

month his wife had eight times inflicted burns on him using a

hot glue gun. Afterwards she had removed the adhesive from

the skin, had discharged the pus and treated the lesions with an

antiseptic. Moreover, he reported the following modes of

maltreatment over the last year (chronologically arranged):
� b
lows in to the face,
� je
rks at the hair,
� fl
ogs with a belt,
� b
e forced to sleep on the floor,
� b
e forced to drink wife’s urine,
� b
e forced to stay into an ‘‘ice-cold shower’’ 1 min, and
� b
urns with a candle flame at the body hairs.

He clarified that those behaviors had no sexual motivation,

but were a habitual reaction of his wife to situations she

considered breaking certain ‘‘rules’’, which she had estab-

lished. The man reported to have endured and concealed the

maltreatment because he felt really culprit and ashamed of his
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Fig. 1. Burns at the front side of the trunk with still clearly readable letters at the

chest. At the right supraclavicular hole and the front of the right shoulder, four

bitemarks can be recognized.

Fig. 2. Burns on the skin of the back ordered in at least 11 lines.

Fig. 3. Heart form burn ‘‘design’’ on the middle third of left upper arm with

crusts as well tissue of chronic inflammation.
wife’s behavior. Furthermore, he was afraid that his wife could

repeat attempts of suicide, which she had already committed

before marriage.

Since the wife did not admit the allegations, the authorities

ordered a forensic examination, mainly to assess the nature, age

and mode of infliction of the injuries.

3. Examination and clinical findings

The oral mucosa showed one white little scar (8 mm).

Numerous partially healed burns, shaped like capital letters and

little circles which were arranged in lines in a regular manner

were found on the chest, covering an area of 39 cm � 17 cm.

The scars had a constant diameter of about 1 cm and showed

sharply limited pink pale edges, some of them still with red–

brownish stiff blood crusts. The first three lines (Fig. 1) were

clearly readable: ‘‘ICH HAB DICH’’ (I HAVE YOU). Below

both nipples, a 1 cm circular, palely pink scar was found. The

skin of the back displayed similar injuries, arranged in at least

11 lines that included an area of 55 cm � 30 cm. In the upper

third, hard, red–yellow crusts were found. The remaining crusts

varied from dark to palely pink and were tender and shining

(Fig. 2).

The extremities were also involved. The skin at the right

shoulder showed four pink to yellowish–red–violet pale

bitemarks with a perimeter of 4–5 cm (Fig. 1). The middle

third of left upper arm displayed a 13 cm � 9 cm broad scar,

which had the shape of a heart. In the center of this ‘‘design’’

crusts as well as damp chronic inflammation tissue were

recognized (Fig. 3). The left forearm, the right superior

extremity and both inferior extremities displayed similar

pattern of injuries like those on the trunk, with crusts and
regenerative processes in diverse states of healing. Face,

genitals, hands and feet were not involved in the injuries. Nor

were burned or singed body hairs observed.

A handwriting test of the patient revealed that he was right-

handed and did not show any similarity with the still

identifiable letters at chest and back.
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4. Discussion and conclusions

Discrimination between deliberate self-harm and maltreat-

ment was crucial in this case. Here two problems have to be

taken into consideration when applying criteria to determine

whether the injuries were self-inflicted. On the one hand,

typical characteristics of self-inflicted injuries were originally

established in incised and stab wounds. Thus, the questions

arises whether they are also diagnostic in different types of

injuries like burns. On the other hand, these criteria may lose

their diagnostic significance if the individual involved has a

history of a psychiatric disorder associated with impairment of

pain perception [6].

An initial visual approach to the unusual pattern in this case

suggested deliberate self-harm in the context of a psychopathic

patient. This assessment was supported by the following

findings:
� m
ultiple similar injuries of rather uniform appearance,
� s
teadiness of the single injuries and static character of the

injury pattern,
� g
rouped and linear arrangement of the single injuries,
� in
juries covering large areas of the body surface and

involving several anatomical regions,
� in
jury pattern including recognizable letters, words and

symbols suggestive of ‘‘creative urge’’, and
� th
e absence of defensive wounds.

Nevertheless, the injury pattern displayed characteristics

which are in conflict with the assumption of self-infliction,

including:
� m
ultiple severe and painful injuries,
� th
e concomitant presence of other types of injury (bitemarks),
� th
e lack of correlation between handedness and distribution,

and
� th
e extensive involvement of the back.

According to König [6], this particular feature may be

suggestive of ‘‘injury inflicted by an assistant with the patient’s

consent’’. Given this assessment, perfect agreement between

the account provided by the injured individual and the injury

pattern found at forensic examination could be established in

this case. In fact, the anamnesis allows to discard a sexual

masochism and suggests (although it does not allow to confirm)

a psychiatric alteration of the aggressor of the type borderline

personality or sexual sadism [7]. The presence of multiple

burns in different stages of healing, with a constant form/shape,
were compatible with the history given by the patient, which

included multiple harmful episodes using the same instrument.

This could reasonably be a hot glue gun, frequently used by

interior decorators (wife’s profession). Furthermore, hot glue

guns reach temperatures of 66–190 8C (usually 110 8C) and

their tips usually are 10–11 mm in diameter. Thus, the

morphologic pattern observed here could be properly explained

by application of a semi-clear hot liquid adhesive and tangential

sliding of this instrument.

Two additional conclusions may be drawn from the present

case. On the one hand, the consistent application of criteria

indicative of deliberate self-harm which were originally

established mainly for injuries due to sharp force, also allowed

for the conclusive assessment of injuries of completely different

genesis. On the other hand, we would like to emphasize that the

category ‘‘inflicted injuries by an assistant with patient’s

consent’’ was characterized by distinct morphological findings

and could unequivocally be differentiated from ‘‘fictitious

injury traces’’. The diagnostic key to correctly evaluate the

injury pattern was that contradictory single characteristics both

of deliberate self-harm and of maltreatment were recognized to

be present in the same case.
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